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KCAW X THE HIGH 
STREET
Kensington + Chelsea Art Week 
(KCAW) is collaborating with 
exciting local artists and creative 
studios to activate store windows 
along iconic high streets in the 
borough, such as King's Road and 
High Street Kensington, through a 
series of exhibitions and 
imaginative interventions. 

Participating stores will be offered works by 
local artists for display during KCAW, to engage 
passers-by in a celebration of culture and 
creativity in the borough.

The Royal Borough has a long history of artistic 
collaboration, creative discourse and urban 
counterculture. 

The high street has long been an inspiration and 
hub for creatives. For instance the King's Road 
has been connected to designers such as Mary 
Quant, Vivienne Westwood; musicians Malcolm 
McLaren and Led Zeppelin. It was the residence 
of celebrated actors and artists; and is home to 
many innovative institutions, like the Saatchi 
Gallery and The Fashion School.

Inspired by the area, drawing on its cultural 
legacy, and the success of Chelsea In Bloom 
(which has taken place since 2006, during the 
week of Chelsea Flower Show), where retailers 
create beautiful window displays with flowers, 
our aim is to showcase the work of artists who 
live or work within Kensington and Chelsea.  

KCAW will facilitate the building of 
collaborations and partnerships between those 
talented individuals and valued retailers along 
the high street, as part of its celebration of local 
artistic heritage, creating an experience for 
visitors to Kensington and Chelsea to enjoy. 

Artwork: Fiona Grady



A WORLD OF CULTURE 
IN WEST LONDON 
1 – 11 OCTOBER 2020

Kensington + Chelsea Art Week is 
fast becoming one of the key events 
in London’s cultural calendar. Over 
200 participating arts and cultural 
venues are expected to take part in 
the third edition of KCAW, promising 
to be the most exciting and wide-
reaching edition yet. 

Over ten days, world-class 
institutions and cultural 
practitioners come together to 
ignite an exciting calendar of 
events. 
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED

1. Are you a retailer or a venue 
looking for a high quality standout 
visual display, created with a local 
arts institution or artist?

2. Are you an local organisation or 
an individual working in the borough 
with visual arts, crafts, sculpture, or 
fashion?

Get in touch with: 
info@kcaw.co.uk

Curator Caroline Boseley and the KCAW team, 
will connect creatives and store spaces. 
Drawing on our joint expertise, we will find the 
best match for your business or practice, to 
create unique, stand-out window displays.

VISIBILITY
The KCAW x High Street Windows project is part 
of an extraordinary array of ‘Headline Projects‘, 
a series of public art installations, themed 
activities, talks and tours, specially curated and 
developed by KCAW.

The High Street Windows will be given special 
visibility across all KCAW PR + Marketing 
programme; including a special feature in the 
printed Art Guide and on the KCAW website.

KCAW promotes the event through the bold 
street signage, the printed guide, website, 
monthly newsletters, social media platforms 
and via our press team.  
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 + We aim to showcase artists’ practices and 
engage visitors to the High Street, in a visual 
celebration of culture and creativity, turning 
retail spaces into pop-up contemporary art 
galleries. 

 + Highlight and increase visibility of retailers 
on the high street and beyond 

 + Support local creatives and artists living and 
working in the borough

 + Encourage visibility of arts and culture unique 
to Kensington & Chelsea 

 + Increase positive perceptions of a vibrant and 
diverse area of London steeped in history and 
bustling with creativity. 

 + Encourage communication and dialogue 
between local creative colleges, students and 
residents 

 + Foster high standards of creative output 
within the Borough and provide opportunities 
for lesser-known artists to showcase their 
practice

 + Give opportunities for learning through talks, 
workshops and networking 

 + Support and empower local stores, injecting 
creativity and promoting collaboration for a 
more sustainable high street

OUR AIMS 
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Round 1 - in time for KCAW20,  
1–11 October

JULY – AUGUST  
 + Confirm participating venues + artists
 + The Curator Caroline Boseley will liaise 

between artist and retailer to facilitate the 
creative collaboration 

SEPTEMBER
 + Artwork selection agreed 
 + Sign-off of press copy
 + PR and Marketing Campaigns
 + Production of printed collateral  

21 SEPTEMBER – 1 OCTOBER
 + Installation of artworks to be ready for the 

KCAW Official Opening on 1 October  

1 – 11 OCTOBER 2020 
 + Kensington + Chelsea Art Week 2020

12 – 27 OCTOBER
 + Artworks removed

Round 2 – Kensington + Chelsea 
Art Week Summer 2021

We aim to continue exhibiting artworks in our 
High Street Windows every year.

You can already register to take part in the 2021 
edition of KCAW, which is scheduled to happen 
from the late June to early July 2021.

Due to the limited number of retail spaces not all 
artists will be shown in Round 1 (October 2020). 
The proposals will be reviewed by the KCAW 
Team and shared with matching retailers for 
selection. Successful applicants will be notified 
on a rolling basis. 

KEY DATES



CONTACT

Vestalia Chilton
Director
vestalia@kcaw.co.uk

Rebecca Gremmo
Producer
rebecca@kcaw.co.uk


